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Grade 3: Rocks and Minerals 
Lesson 2:  Cracking the Crust 

 
Lesson Objective: 

Students�’ Magic School Bus breaks through the soil of the 
crust and moves through the three layers of rock in the 
Earth�’s crust. 

 
Learning Objective:  

Students can identify the crust and recognize there are three 
distinct layers: sedimentary rock, metamorphic rock and 
igneous rock. 
Students learn the order of the layers and specific features 
of each. 
Students correctly program their Magic School Bus to stop at 
each layer for a given period of time. 

 
Time:  

Two-Three 45 minute time periods 
 
The Challenge: Can your Magic School Bus crack the crust and 
complete a tour through the crust of the Earth? 
 
Materials:  

Sturdy car built in lesson one 
One Team Challenge kit for each group of 2-4 students 
Magic School Bus:  Inside the Earth by Joanna Cole 
Simulated Earth Crust using: wooden base, sand paper 
(sedimentary rock), bubble wrap (metamorphic rock), gravel 
(igneous rock) 
Saran Wrap 
Pilot 4 
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How Will We Crack the Crust? Planning Sheet 
Cruising Through the Crust Programming Sheet 

 
Vocabulary: 

Sedimentary, Metamorphic and Igneous rock 
Earth�’s Crust 
Limestone Cave 

 
Procedure: 

Students are given the challenge of becoming travel group 
organizers.  Their task is to organize a group tour of the 
layers of the Earth.  They must transport passengers through 
the three layers of the crust: sedimentary, metamorphic and 
igneous.  We will begin with breaking through the soil and 
moving through the crust.   
They have each completed sturdy cars which we know can 
travel up and down a volcano.  Now they must add an extension 
that will cut through the soil (a piece of Saran Wrap).  
Students plan their attachment by filling out the sheet titled, 
�“How Will We Crack the Crust?�” 
When their plan is checked by a teacher, students are 
instructed to return to their Team Challenge kits and design a 
tool to attach to the front of their car to �“crack the crust�” 
using the Legos that remain in their kits. 
The remaining tasks involve programming their Magic School 
Bus based time intervals needed to complete their tour.  The 
teacher explains that since they must complete a tour of the 
Earth�’s Crust, there will be tourists that need to be dropped 
off and picked up at different layers.  The following are their 
programming tasks: 
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1. It is a busy day for the Magic School Bus Inside the Earth 
Tour Company.  Before entering the Earth, the Magic School 
Bus will pick up a father and daughter.  After cracking the 
crust, the Magic School Bus will continue into the first 
layer, the sedimentary rock (sandpaper).  Here the two 
passengers choose to get off to explore the limestone cave.   

2. After dropping the passengers off, the Magic School Bus 
must continue on to the metamorphic layer (bubble wrap) 
where they pick up two new passengers still talking about 
the amazing marble they had just observed. 

3. It started getting warm on the Magic School Bus as they 
continued to move through the Earth�’s crust into the 
igneous rock level (gravel).  Here the bus must stop once 
more to pick up another passenger who got onto the bus 
informing the rest of the passengers that rocks actually 
melt!   

4. The final programming task involves the bus transporting 
the remaining passengers through the rest of the igneous 
level, exiting the crust.  The Magic School Bus must stop 
once it leaves the crust.   

 
Students should be filling out their Cruising Through the Crust 
programming sheet as they program the Magic School Bus to 
complete their challenge. 

 
Extensions: 

Students can design an attachment to scoop up samples of 
each rock type 
Early finishers can create a brochure for the Magic School Bus 
Inside the Earth tour describing the vehicle and what you 
might observe and experience on the tour of the crust.  This 
can be an ongoing assignment as they complete future 
challenges of exploring layers of the Earth. 
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Send a postcard from a layer of the crust including an 
illustration of what you saw and a written explanation of your 
experience. 

 
Assessment:  
Teacher observation 
Lego Reflection sheet 
 
Trouble Shooting: 
 
Resources: 

Magic School Bus: Inside the Earth by Joanna Cole 
CEEO Curriculum Website - 
http://www.ceeo.tufts.edu/robolabatceeo/ 

 



Engineer: _____________________  Date:  ___________ 
Partner(s):  ________________________________________ 

Engineer�’s Programming & Data Sheet 
 
Your programming challenge is to move your Magic School Bus into 
each of the Earth�’s crust�’s layers.  The bus must stop in each 
layer to drop off and/or pick up passengers.   
 Step 1: The Magic School Bus will go forward for _____ 
seconds before stopping in the Sedimentary layer of the crust.  
Paste the icons from the next page into the space below to 
reflect how you will program your Magic School Bus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Now using your Step 1 icons you pasted above, prepare to 
program the computer in Programmer, Pilot 4 
2. Download Step 1 on to your RCX.  
3. Test and record your results in the data table below.  
4. Change program time & repeat steps 1-4. 
 

Time entering layer Stop Time Time exiting layer Observations 
    

    

    

    

    

    



 
Step 2: The Magic School Bus will go forward for _____ seconds 
before stopping in the Metamorphic layer of the crust.  Paste the 
icons from the next page into the space below to reflect how you 
will program your Magic School Bus to travel from the 
Sedimentary to the Metamorphic layer of the crust. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Now using your Step 2 icons you pasted above, prepare to 
program the computer in Programmer, Pilot 4 
2. Download Step 1 followed by Step 2 on to your RCX.  
3. Test and record your results in the data table below.  
4. Change program time & repeat steps 1-4 until you�’re pleased 
with the result. 
 

 
 

Time entering layer Stop Time Time exiting layer Observations 
    

    

    

    

    

    



Step 3: The Magic School Bus will go forward for _____ seconds 
before stopping in the Igneous layer of the crust.  Paste the 
icons from the next page into the space below to reflect how you 
will program your Magic School Bus to travel from the 
Metamorphic to the Igneous layer of the crust. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Now using your Step 3 icons you pasted above, prepare to 
program the computer in Programmer, Pilot 4 
2. Download Step 1 followed by Step 2 followed by Step 3 on 
to your RCX.  
3. Test and record your results in the data table below.  
4. Change program time & repeat steps 1-4 until you�’re pleased 
with the result. 
 

 
 

Time entering layer Stop Time Time exiting layer Observations 
    

    

    

    

    

    



Step 4: The Magic School Bus will go forward for _____ seconds 
before leaving the crust.  Paste the icons from the next page into 
the space below to reflect how you will program your Magic 
School Bus to travel from the Igneous layer out of the crust. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Now using your Step 4 icons you pasted above, prepare to 
program the computer in Programmer, Pilot 4 
2. Download Step 1 followed by Step 2 followed by Step 3 and 
Step 4 on to your RCX.  
3. Test and record your results in the data table below.  
4. Change program time & repeat steps 1-4 until you�’ve 
successfully completed the challenge. 
 

Time entering layer Stop Time Time exiting layer Observations 
    

    

    

    

    

    



 
Now that you have successfully completed the challenge, use the 
icons on the following page to show your final programming that 
took your Magic School Bus on a tour through the Crust of the 
Earth: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Engineers____________________________________________________________ 
 

How Will You Crack the Crust? 
 
Design an attachment for your Magic School Bus to crack through the soil at 
the top of the crust.  Draw what you are thinking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Write about how your invention works.   

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 



The Magic School Bus needs to travel ______ seconds to get to 
the _____________________ layer of the crust. They must 
wait there for _________ seconds to ____________________ 
before continuing for ___________ seconds to reach the next 
layer. 
 
Port A �– Motor:    Port C �– Motor: 
 

                         
 

                         
 

Time: 

                
 
 

                
 
 

                



Motor Options: 

                            
 

                   
 

             
 

                
Time Options: 

             
 

                



Resources on the Earth�’s Layers 
 
 

http://volcano.und.nodak.edu/vwdocs/vwlessons/lessons/Earths_l
ayers/Earths_layers1.html - Short Presentation on the Four 
Layers of the Earth 
 
http://pubs.usgs.gov/publications/text/inside.html - Explanation 
of the various layers of the Earth with short descriptions of each 
layer 
 
http://www.usoe.k12.ut.us/curr/science/sciber00/7th/earth/acr
obat/erlayers.pdf - Description of the three main layers (crust, 
mantle, and core) 
 
http://www.nides.bc.ca/Assignments/Rocks/layers10.htm - A 
short history of the discovery of the layers of the Earth 
 
http://www.ttsd.k12.or.us/schools/haz/curriculum/science/journ
ey/ - Links to various websites on the layers of the Earth 
 
http://www.geocities.com/RainForest/Andes/5227/earthlayers.h
tml - Another short description of the various layers of the 
Earth  
 
http://library.thinkquest.org/28327/html/universe/solar_system
/planets/earth/interior/layers_of_earth.html - A �“virtual�” 
journey to the center of the Earth 
 
 
 



Simulating the Earth:  
A Teacher Project 

One easy way to simulate the Earth is to build each of the 
different layers of the earth on foam board or sturdy cardboard.  
To begin, build the three layers of the crust (sedimentary, 
metamorphic, and igneous).  The challenges for each layer are 
different and include letting passengers on and off to explore 
different layers such as limestone caves, magnets and solid 
marble.  Examples of some of the layers are shown below (keeping 
the layers separate makes transporting them easier). 
 

 
Crust - Sedimentary (sandpaper on bottom) 

 

 
Crust - Metamorphic (staple bubble wrap to the bottom) 



 
Crust - Igneous (add small pebbles to the bottom) 

 
Next in the layers is the mantle.  For this obstacle, the students 
will have to push igneous rocks out of the way and then find a 
mechanism to break through solid rock (packing peanuts). 

 

 
Mantle (fill the Mantle with packing peanuts and place 

sponge rocks at the entrance) 
 

Finally, the students will have to design a way to retrieve a 
magnet from the core (sorry, no picture yet!). 
  


